Ross's Sneaky Words

Correct the spelling of these commonly misspelled words. If you're not sure, look them up! They may be part of exams and other exercises.

1. hanger (for airplanes).
2. truely.
3. roomate
4. suprise
5. scizzors
6. abdomen
7. acellerate
8. harrassment
9. embarassed
10. molassus
11. hanger (for airplanes)
12. Penny's (the department store)
13. devestate
14. Luthern
15. underpriviledged
16. miriad
17. layed off
18. dosen
19. guerrila warfare
20. disastrous
21. paralell
22. accummulate
23. accomodate
24. exilerating
35. lightening
36. momento
37. passtime
38. stationary (for writing)
39. calender (for dates)
40. veterinarian
41. publically
42. recieve
43. dormatory
44. seperate